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Two-photon absorption and photoionization cross-section measurements
in the 5p 6p configuration of xenon

Stefan Kroll* and William K. Bischel
Molcular Physics Laboratory, SRI International, Menlo Park, California 94025

(Received 31 July 1989)

Two-photon absorption cross sections of ground-state xenon atoms to the 2p, (J =0), 2p6(J =2),
and 2p9(J =2) states in the 5p'6p con6guration and photoionization cross sections at 193 and 248

nm from the 2p5 and 2p6 states have been determined and are compared with previous experimental

and theoretical values where such exist. Fluorescence depletion spectroscopy as a method for deter-

mining excited-state photoionization cross sections is described and discussed and shown to have

many attractive features. Based on our cross-section measurements, we calculate that (2+ 1)-photon

photoionization in Xe with a laser intensity of 30 MW/cm during 25 ns at 249.6 nm, using the

2p, (J =0) state as an intermediate state, can produce a fractional ionization of 10%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
of atomic and molecular gases has been used successfully
to produce an ionization channel for guiding electron
beams. ' Currently, benzene is the gas that has received
the most attention because of its large two-photon ioniza-
tion cross section" and its spectral overlap with the KrF
laser spectrum. However, practical limitations on the use
of benzene in this application arise from the molecular
decomposition that occurs during the propagation of an
intense electron beam. Therefore we have studied the
possibility of using two-photon resonant excitation,
three-photon ionization [(2+1) REMPI] in rare gases to
create the ionization channel.

Xenon is a particularly attractive ionization medium
for this application because it is a heavy atom that will
not have the molecular decomposition problems associat-
ed with benzene (see Ref. 5 for similar studies in kryp-
ton). Two-photon absorption in Xe using broadband
KrF radiation was first reported in 1979. Later work
showed that tunable KrF radiation could be generated to
resonantly excite the two-photon transition. These ex-
periments suggested that (2+ 1) REMPI could be possible
for producing ionization channels. However, the two-
photon excitation cross section must be large to produce
the large ( ) 10%%uo) ionization yields needed for this appli-
cation. We report here the results of measurements of
the absolute two-photon absorption cross section and
excited-state ionization cross sections in xenon.

In xenon, two-photon excitation cross sections from
the 5s 5p 'So ground state to the 2p5 (6p[1/2]o at
80119cm ), the 2p6 (6p[3/2]2 at 79212 cm '), and the

2p9 (6p[5/2]2 at 78 120 cm ') states in the excited
5s Sp 6p configuration have been measured by Gornik
et al. , Raymond et al. , and Chen, Hurst, and Payne
(to the 2p5 state only). ' [Throughout this paper all

states except the ground state will be denoted by their
Paschen notation (see, e.g. , Ref. 11.) For the ground
state, LS notation will be used. ] Gornik et al. state that

their values are correct within a factor of 3; Raymond
et al. give an error of 50%%uo, but they also note that in
their studies, fluorescence detection in the infrared (ir),
instead of the vacuum ultraviolet (vuv), gave values
differing by a factor of 10. Chen, Hurst, and Payne do
not explicitly state the accuracy of their measurement.
Finally, a theoretical Dirac-Fock calculation of the two-
photon excitation cross section to the 2p5 state estimated
to be correct within a factor of 3—5 has been performed
by Pindzola, Payne, and Garrett. '

Two theoretical calculations exist for the photoioniza-
tion cross section from the 5p 6p configuration. Pindzo-
la' calculated the ionization cross section from the 2p5
state using single-particle Hartree-Fock and Dirac-Fock
calculations, and Chang and Kim, ' using single
configuration calculations, calculated an average ioniza-
tion cross section from the 5p 6p configuration. These
two theoretical results agree within a factor of 2.

In our work, two-photon and photoionization cross
sections have been determined for the 2p5 and 2p6 states
to an accuracy of 30% and the two-photon cross section
for the 2p9 state has been determined to an accuracy of
50%. In Sec. II our experimental setup and data analysis
procedure are described and some aspects of the fluores-
cence depletion spectroscopy method used for determin-
ing ionization cross sections' are discussed. With this
technique, absolute determination of the photoionization
cross sections of excited states can be made without
knowledge about the excited-state population, the spatial
characteristics of the laser pulse(s) promoting the atoms
to the excited state, the temporal characteristics of any of
the laser pulses, the eSciency of the detection system, or
quantum yields or branching ratios in the system. The
requisites are that fluorescence can be observed from the
excited state, that the ionizing laser pulse arrives after
any other laser pulses, that all atoms in the excited state
experience the same fluence from the ionizing laser, and
that ion-electron recombination or other processes
caused by the ionizing laser do not affect the excited-state
decay constant after the ionizing pulse has been turned
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off. The effects of nonuniform fluence of the ionizing
laser and of signal averaging versus single-shot data col-
lection in fluorescence depletion spectroscopy are briefly
discussed. After this our results are presented and com-
pared with those of earlier work. Finally, we use our
determined two-photon and photon ionization cross sec-
tions to calculate the fractional ionization that can be ob-
tained as a function of laser pulse intensity and laser
pulse duration for (2+1)-photon photoionization.

II. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

~~ (2)(0)— Sf
(2E /fico )

'JT'f' 0
2A+Q

NOL F t' dt'

In this equation, E is the laser pulse energy (J), iiico/2 is
the laser photon energy, and so 2E/fico is the number of
photons in the exciting laser light; Sf is the two-photon
fluorescence signal, and A /( A + Q) is the fraction of ex-
cited atoms decaying by emitting a fluorescence photon
at the transition observed. So is the xenon-atom concen-
tration, irro is the I/e laser beam cross-section area, and
F(t) is the normalized laser intensity such that

(2)

where I(t) is the laser intensity and t is time. L is the
length along the beam imaged on the detector, and
D/(4vrL) is the detected signal per emitted fluorescence
photon.

For the measurements, the output from a Nd: YAG-
puinped dye-laser system (Quanta Ray DCR-2 and PDL-
1); where YAG denotes yttrium aluminum garnet) was
frequency doubled and then Raman shifted in -7X10
Pa (-100 psi) H2. A crystalline quartz Pellin-Broca
prism selected the vertically polarized part of the beam
and sent it through a 1-mm aperture. The collimated
beam could then be directed either to a diode array (Spir-
icon LP-256-11-SP) connected to a digital image
intensifier (Spiricon 1E-2048-A) and a digital oscilloscope
(Tektonix 2430) for spatial beain profile measurements, or
to a 100-ps rise-time photodiode (Instrument Technology
Limited) connected to an oscilloscope (Tektronics 7104,
rise time -350 ps) with a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera (Tektronics C1001) for temporal beam profile
measurements, or to the measurement cell for two-
photon fluorescence intensity versus laser intensity mea-
surements.

Two-photon excitation of the Xe atoms was performed
at 250, 252, and 256 nm from the 5p 'So ground state to
the 2p, (J=0), 2p6(J=2), and 2p9(J =2) states, respec-

A. Two-photon cross-section determination

The two-photon cross sections at line center cr ' '(0)
were determined by following the procedure outlined in
Refs. 16 and 17. According to Ref. 16, cr ' (0) is given
by

tively. The fluorescence to the 5p 6s configuration was
monitored at 828 (2p, ), 823 (2p6), and 905 (2p9) nm. The
branching ratios for this infrared fluorescence are 0.998,
0.70, and 0.36, respectively, for the states listed
above. '"' The fluorescence was imaged on a photomul-
tiplier (PMT) model RCA C31034A, through 10-nm
bandwidth interference filters centered at either 830 or
905 nm. The Xe pressure was normally about 10—20 Pa
(0.1 torr). Nonradiative decay (quenching) is not more
than 1% at these pressures. ' ' The total laser energy in
the 1-mm input beam was typically 50—100 pJ. With 100
pJ, a 1/e beam radius of 0.8 mm, and a photoionization
cross section of 5X10 ' cm, less than 2% of the Xe
atoms excited to the Sp'6p configuration are ionized by
the laser pulse. Thus it can be assumed (to a good ap-
proximation) that the only decay process for the excited
atoms is radiative decay, and the factor A /( A +Q) in

Eq. (1) can be replaced by the branching ratios given
above for each state.

At higher pressures (50—100 Pa) and higher laser in-
tensities (500 iMJ) a new, strong fluorescence signal with a
lifetime of about 10 ps could be detected in addition to
the 30-ns fluorescence from the 5p 6p configuration.
This new fluorescence peaked after —5 ps (the exact time
depended on pressure). We do not know the origin of
this signal; a possible cause could be laser assisted Xez
excimer formation and subsequent fluorescence.

The output from the PMT passed through an integrat-
ing preamplifier (Ortec 113). The output from the
preamplifier and the integrated laser energy (measured
with a Molectron J3-09 power meter) was sampled by two
Stanford Research System (SRS) boxcars. The last sam-
ple outputs from these were registered at a 10-Hz rate by
a Labtech Acquire data acquisition system operating on
an IBM AT personal computer. Thus single-shot data of
fluorescence intensity versus laser energy were obtained.
The laser beam was blocked at the beginning of every
data collection sequence, and the background light and
boxcar offset recorded at that time was always subtracted
from the subsequently recorded signal in the data
analysis. In Fig. 1, the natural logarithm of the two-
photon signal from the 2p6 state versus the natural loga-
rithm for the laser energy squared is shown. The exciting
laser power is changed by varying the amount of NOz in
a 10-cm-long absorption cell in front of the Xe cell. Ap-
proximately 1000 Pa (10 torr) of NO2 was sufficient to at-
tenuate the laser light so that no fluorescence signal could
be detected from the two-photon excitation. The slope of
the curve in Fig. 1 is 1.01. Ideally it should be exactly 1.
Generally, the slope deviated from 1 by less than 5%.
When the slope was constrained to exactly 1 before the
ratio between the fluorescence signal and the laser energy
squared was determined, the resulting ratio changed by
less than 1%. Evaluation of the two-photon fluorescence
curves and the spatial and temporal profiles was per-
formed on a VAX 750.

The procedure described in Ref. 17 was followed to
calibrate the detection system [i.e., to determine the
detection efficiency, D in Eq. (1)]. The measurement cell
was filled with a few hundred torr of Hz and the dye laser
was operated at wavelengths such that the spontaneous
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FIG. 1. Natural logarithm of the Xe 2p6 state two-photon
fluorescence signal Sf vs the natural logarithm of E, the laser
energy, squared (arbitrary units). Each point corresponds to a
single laser shot.

Raman fluorescence in the H2 gas occurred at the two-
photon ir wavelengths 823, 828, and 905 nm. Because
the H2 Raman cross section is known, the number of
spontaneously emitted Stokes photons can be determined
from the number of laser photons and the H2 molecule
density. Thus D, the ratio of the detection system signal
to the number of fluorescence photons per steradian and
unit length can be determined from the slope of graphs
like that in Fig. 2, which shows the H2 Raman signal at
823 nm versus laser energy. As in Fig. 1, each point cor-
responds to a single laser shot. For each set of Raman
data like that in Fig. 2, a corresponding graph was
recorded with air of the same pressure in the measure-

o "'(co—coo) =o '"(0)f(co) . (3)

As shown in Ref. 16, integrating o ' '(co —coo) over ro

yields a cross section cr„, that is independent of the laser
linewidth. The laser was scanned over the transitions to
determine the form of the function f(co). We noted that,
to a very good approximation, f(ro) =exp[ —p(co —coo) ].
Thus the integrated cross section o „,was

I /2

crto, =j o ' '(co —coo)dco=o ' '(0) —,(4)

ment cell and the slope calculated from this curve was
subtracted from the H2 data slope. The slope from this
background of scattered light from various surfaces in
the detection system (the Rayleigh scattering contribu-
tion was negligible) was typically 2% of the Hz slope at
the wavelengths for the 2p5 and 2p6 state fluorescence,
but could be as much as 30% at 905 nm, the 2p9 state
fluorescence wavelength. Also, because the sensitivity of
the photomultiplier was an order of magnitude lower at
905 nm than at 830 nm, the data for the 2p9 state calibra-
tion were recorded using a 2-m lens (focusing the laser
beam to a point 0.5 m after the region imaged on the
PMT) instead of the 1-mm pinhole used for aperturing
the collimated beam; this change was made to increase
the signal. The two experimental configurations give the
same calibration constant as long as the laser beam diam-
eters are not too large to be imaged on the PMT cathode,
as was experimentally verified by performing the calibra-
tion at 823 nm with both configurations.

With the quantities measured as described above and
the laser tuned to radial frequency coo/2, where coo is the
two-photon radial frequency for the transition, ' that is,
coo=2m.c/A, , where 1/1, is the vacuum wave number
( —80000 cm ') of the two-photon transition and c is the
speed of light, the cross section o ' '(0) as given by Eq. (1)
can be determined. This value is dependent on the laser
linewidth. The frequency dependence of the cross section
for our excitation may be expressed as

6.0

co 45
oW
C

lO

z 3.0—
Q
M

1.5—

0
0

I I I

1.6
I I I

3.2 4.8
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I I
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where p was determined from the experimental scans
over the line profiles. The value of p was -25% larger
(i.e., the linewidth was 15% narrower) for the transition
to the 2p9 state than for the transitions to the other two
states. The two-photon linewidth of 30 GHz full width at
half-maximum (FWHM), implying a laser linewidth of
about 20 GHz, is much larger than the hyperfine struc-
ture of the 2p6 and 2p9 states. Thus it is assumed that
the difference in two-photon linewidth is due to shifts in
the laser linewidth when going from the blue side and/or
peak of the R6G dye ( —557 nm) to the red side ( —573
nm). A variation of about 10% is sufficient to account
for the difference. The scanning speed of the dye laser, as
determined from scans between the different two-photon
transitions, agreed with the scanning speed given by the
manufacturer.

B. Ionization cross-section measurement

FIG. 2. Hz Raman signal at 823 nm vs laser energy E. Each
point corresponds to a single laser shot (arbitrary units).

Cxround-state 5s Sp 'So atoms were excited to the
2p6(J=2) or 2p, (J =0) state using two-photon absorp-
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tion. These atoms were subsequently ionized by an exci-
mer laser (EMG 150 TMSC) operating at 193 or 248 nm.
The infrared Auorescence of the atoms that were not ion-
ized but instead decayed to the Sp 6s configuration was
monitored. The ratio of the fluorescence intensity (I) be-

fore and after the ionizing laser pulse as a function of
fluence (F}of the ionizing laser has the functional depen-
dence'

YAG Laser

Delay
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Dye
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Oscilloscope
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~-g Pemin Broca
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Pcover
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FIG. 3. Measurement approach for the fluorescence de-

pletion spectroscopy method. Curve a is the unperturbed ex-

ponential fluorescence decay, curve b the fluorescence decay
when an ionizing laser pulse is applied at time t =50 ns, and
curve c the ratio between curves b and a. The scale on the verti-
cal axis shows the fraction of atoms not ionized by the ionizing
pulse. The two curves labeled d show approximate placement
of the boxcar gates.

where o„„is the photoionization cross section for the
two-photon-excited observed state. Figure 3 illustrates
the measurement approach. Curve a is the normal
excited-state fluorescence decay, curve b the fluorescence
decay with the ionizing laser pulse present, and curve c
the ratio between curves b and a. The ratio between the
Auorescence with and without the ionizing pulse drops
from unity before the ionizing pulse to a lower constant
value after the pulse. For the case in Fig. 3, about 60%
of the excited-state atoms were ionized. Figure 3 also
shows the approximate positions of the boxcar gates that
sample the fluorescence intensities before and after the
ionizing pulse. The experimental setup for the 193-nm
photoionization cross-section measurement is shown in

Fig. 4. In the 248-nm rneasurernent, the 193-nm mirror
was replaced by a 248-nm partially transmitting mirror
and NO2 replaced N20 in the excimer-beam attenuation
cell. The light for the two-photon excitation was generat-
ed as described for the two-photon cross-section measure-
ments. The two laser beams were spatially overlapped.

VAX
750

IMMr ill~ I
I

Personal
Computer

Excimer
Laser

Window

me 50~
Lens

,g Pellin Broca~ Prism

FIG. 4. Experimental setup for the photoionization cross-
section measurement.

An approximately 2-cm-long section at the focus of the
two-photon beam was imaged on the photomultiplier.
The excimer laser beam was focused -5 cm behind this
point such that the two-photon excited atoms experi-
enced approximately the same ionizing laser Auence. The
laser beam profiles were measured by scanning a 200-pm
pinhole through the beams both at the focus of the YAG
laser beam and at 1.5 crn in both directions along the
beam. In this region the excimer laser Auence changed
less than 20% along the beam. The radius of the ionizing
beam was at least twice that of the beam used for the
two-photon excitation. The implications of this lack of
uniformity of the ionizing laser Auence are discussed
below. A digital delay generator (California Avionics La-
boratories 113DR}was used to obtain the correct timing
between the laser pulses. The energy of the ionizing pulse
could be changed continuously, and without affecting the
beam overlap, by changing the amount of gas in the ab-
sorption cell before the Xe chamber. For each shot, the
two-photon fluorescence signal before and after the ioniz-
ing pulse and the energy of the ionizing laser were
recorded by the boxcars. The timing of the two boxcar
gates was approximately the same as shown in Fig. 3. We
ascertained that the first boxcar gate was not too late by
checking that the signal in the first gate was independent
of the Auence of the ionizing laser. The position of the
second gate was checked by verifying that the fluores-
cence depletion was the same when this gate was further
delayed. The last sample outputs from the boxcars were
registered by the data acquisition system mentioned ear-
lier.

R (F) denotes the ratio between the signal in the
second gate and that in the first gate as a function of laser
fluence. In each measurement both laser beams were first
blocked. Blocking the two-photon excitation beam trig-
gered the data acquisition system. First, a zero-level
recording was made; then, after a few seconds the two-
photon excitation beam was unblocked and R (0), the ra-
tio between the signal in the two gates with no ionizing
pulse present, was recorded. Finally, the ionizing beam
was unblocked and for each shot R (F), the ratio between
the signal in the two gates was recorded. In Fig. 5 a
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FIG. 5. Fraction of atoms left in the Xe 2p„state after an

ionizing 193-nm pulse as a function of Auence of the ionizing
pulse. The fit through the data points corresponds to a photo-
ionization cross section of 1.7X 10 "cm'. Each point in the di-

agram corresponds to a single laser shot.

N, (r, O)=No[exp[ (r/r, ') ]—~,'

recording of R (F)/R (0) versus F for the 2p6 state is
shown. The data were fitted to an exponential plus a con-
stant background. The exponential decay corresponds to
a photoionization cross section of 1.7X10 ' cm . Each
point corresponds to a single shot.

The reason a constant background (typically 5 —10%
of the peak signal) is needed to make a good fit to the ex-
perimental data is not well understood. Physically, a
constant background in the type of graph shown in Fig. 5

may imply that some of the excited atoms cannot be ion-
ized by the ionizing laser. This incomplete ionization has
been observed in earlier work on oxygen, where it could
be attributed to the fact that all ionization channels were
not open for all magnetic sublevels. ' In the present ex-
periment, however, excitation starts from a single mag-
netic sublevel [the total angular momentum (J) of the
ground state is zero] using linearly polarized light, so
only a single magnetic sublevel is expected to be popu-
lated in the excited 5p 6p configuration after the exciting
pulse. This statement is, in any case, certainly true for
the 2p5 state where J =0. The infrared fluorescence as a
function of the ionizing laser fluence with the two-photon
laser radiation blocked was always recorded and sub-
tracted from the fluorescence signal with both lasers
present. Also, as mentioned above, any residual back-
ground or boxcar offset was automatically subtracted, be-
cause the zero level with both lasers blocked was always
recorded in the beginning of each run. The user energy
measured by the Molectron detector was converted to
laser fluence by measuring the energy transmit ted
through the 200-pm pinhole (assuming uniform intensity
over the pinhole). The actual variations of intensity over
this area were 20% because of the limited beam size of
the ionizing beam. Seventy percent of the energy in the
two-photon excitation beam is transmitted through this
pinhole.

III. SOME ASPECTS OF THE DETERMINATION
OF EXCITED-STATE PHOTOIONIZATION

CROSS SECTIONS

Generally the ion current S, due to photoionization of
an excited state ~e ) may be written as

S, =Go„„JI(r, t)N„(r, t)drdt t (6)

where N, (0) is the number of excited atoms before the
ionizing pulse.

By using Eq. (7), o„„is easily obtained from a record-
ing of ion current versus ionization fluence if one can get
into the saturating region such that the nonlinear part of
the fluence dependence of the ion current can be ob-
served. ' ' In situations where the laser that prepares
the excited state may ionize the atoms and the number of
excited atoms may fluctuate from shot to shot, the satu-
ration approach outlined above is less accurate because of
the fluctuating current background introduced by the
preparation laser. This is particularly true for the
present type of experiment, where the excited state for
which the photoionization cross section is to be measured
is prepared by two-photon excitation. In such cases, a
better approach is to instead monitor the depletion of the
fluorescence caused by the second laser pulse, because the
shot-to-shot variations in the population of the excited
state can be very reliably inferred from the fluorescence
signal before the ionizing laser pulse impinges on the sam-
ple. ' Two effects that may cause systematic errors when
the fluorescence depletion technique is used for determin-
ing ionization cross sections are discussed below: the im-

pact of nonuniform ionizing fluence on the derived cross
section, and the difference in determined cross section
when signal averaging instead of single-shot data collec-
tion is used.

A. Effects of nonuniform ionizing fluence

Equation (5) was derived under the assumption of uni-
form intensity of the ionizing laser beam. Assuming a cy-
lindrical symmetry for the intensity distribution for the
ionizing laser beam, we can write the spatial dependence
of the depletion signal as

N, (r,F)=N, (r, O)e

where N, (r, F) is the number of excited atoms at the dis-
tance r from the center of the (overlapping) laser beams
for a fluence (F) of the ionizing beam. Since the intensity

where G is a calibration constant for the detection sys-
tem, I(r, t ) is the intensity of the ionizing laser as a func-
tion of space and time, N, (r, t) is the density of excited-
state atoms, and o,„„is the photoionization cross section.
Because 6, I, and S„are difficult to measure accurately,
determining the photoionization cross section from the
detected ion current is difficult. However, if the dominat-
ing population transfer out of the state ~e ) is ionization
and the ionizing laser fluence is uniform over the volume
where the atoms exist, Eq. (6) can be simplified to

S, =GN, (0)(l —e "" ),
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F(r)=Foexp[ —(r/ro) ], (10)

integrated over the detection volume is measured before
the ratio between signals is taken, the quantity deter-
mined is S, which is given by

fN, (r,F)dr
S= (9)fN, (r, O)dr

where the integration is made over the whole detection
volume, which we assume is larger than the radial exten-
sion of the two-photon excitation beam. More explicitly,
let us assume a Gaussian intensity distribution for both
laser beams. For the ionizing fluence, we then have
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FIG. 6. Nonexponential depletion due to spatially nonuni-
form fluence of the ionizing laser (larger graph) and signal
averaging (inset). The abscissa is the product of the laser
fluence F and the ionization cross section o.;,„. Labeling on the
larger graph refers to the quantity r, /ro, the radius of the two-
photon laser beam (r

&
) divided by the radius (ro ) of the ionizing

beam. Labeling on the inset refers to a, the half-width at half-
maximum (HWHM) of the probability function for the fluence
of the ionizing laser divided by the average fluence.

where Fo equals the total energy of the ionizing pulse di-
vided by its 1/e area and ro is the 1/e radius of the
beam. If we neglect stimulated two-photon emission and
photoionization by the laser used for the two-photon ex-
citation, the number of excited atoms as a function of ra-
dial position across the beam can be written as

N, (r, O) =No [exp[ (r lr—, ) ] j

where r, is the 1/e radius of the two-photon excitation
beam. By the process shown in the Appendix, evaluation
of Eqs. (8) through (11) assuming cylindrical symmetry
for the laser beams gives

0.50
0.2

I I I I I

0.4 0.6
BEAM RADIUS RATIO (r1/rP)

0.8 1.0

FIG. 7. Potential error in cross section determination due to
nonuniform fluence of ionizing laser (), and averaging over
shot-to-shot fluctuations ( 6 ).

B. Signal averaging

If the depletion due to the ionizing laser is recorded by
taking a many-pulse average of the reduction of the
fluorescence signal, the recorded quantity is

(e ) = f e p(F)dF, (13)

where ( ) denotes the expected value and p(F) is the
probability density function for the ionizing laser fluence.
Assuming a Gaussian probability density function for the
laser fluence distribution truncated to F =0, we obtain

1/2

p(F)= C
aFo

ln2
exp [

—[(F Fo)/nFo] ln2], —(14)

where Fo=(F) is the average laser fluence, a is the
half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) divided by the
average fluence (i.e., a is a dimensionless quantity), and C
ts chosen such that

f p(F)dF=1 .

That is,

In particular, we note that, in the limit r, /ra~0, the
function g will attain the value exp( o;,„Fo)—as expect-
ed. S(Fo ) is plotted for different values of r

~
Iro in Fig. 6,

and the error of the determined cross section assuming
uniform laser fluence as a function of r, Iro is shown in
Fig. 7 (closed circles). For Gaussian beams, it is, in prin-
ciple, easy to compensate for the error analytically; how-
ever, if an analytical compensation is to be made, the
overlap between the two beams is a critical parameter. In
our case r, /ra &0.5 and the photoionization cross sec-
tions have been adjusted by —10% to compensate for the
nonuniform fluence.
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where

2

1+erf( &In2/a )
(16)

erf(x}= —j e ~ dy .V'~ 0
(17)

For a(0.5, Abs(C —1) &0.01; thus, for such a, the
probability function is very close to Gaussian. If Eq. (14)
is inserted in Eq. (13) above, one obtains

o.Foa 2

4 ln2
(e ) =exp OFO —1—

I+erf[(&ln2 ja)(1 aFoa l—2 In2)]
X 1+erf(&ln2ia)

(18)

In the inset of Fig. 6, Eq. (18) is plotted for different
values of a, and the error in the determined cross section
as a function of a is shown in Fig. 7 (triangles}. As can
be seen, the effect on the determined cross section is small
as long as the ionizing laser is reasonably stable. In our
case, taking single-shot data, a=0. The potential error
due to signal averaging is, of course, general to any mea-
surement where the output signal is a nonlinear function
of the input signal, e.g. , different kinds of multiphoton ex-
citation. In general, the error is small as long as the out-
put signal is approximately linear for the range of varia-
tion of the input signal.

IV. RESULTS

The two-photon cross section as expressed in Eq. (1) is
strictly the product of the actual two-photon absorption
cross section and G (0), the second-order intensity corre-
lation at time zero (cf. Ref. 16). More strictly, according
to the definition for the second-order intensity correlation
for pulsed lasers given in Ref. 27, G (0) is the additional
intensity correlation that cannot be resolved by the
-400-ps time constant of the detection system for the
temporal profile measurements. The product determined

through Eq. (1) is compared with other experimental
measurements in Table I. In our work the uncertainties
are one standard deviation based on 15 independent mea-
surements for the 2@~ and 2p6 states and seven indepen-
dent measurements for the 2p9 state. Independent here
means that two consecutive measurements were not per-
formed on the same state, but instead the state studied
was changed between each measurement. Thus there
were at least some beam and wavelength readjustments
between two measurements on a particular state. G (0)
for the second anti-Stokes wavelength produced by Ra-
man shifting in Hz has previously been determined to be
1.4 for the pulsed dye-laser system used here. Assum-
ing this value holds also for the first anti-Stokes light
used in the present work, we obtain a value for the two-
photon absorption coefficient itself. This coefficient ugpg

is given in the lower part of the Table and compared with
the results of a theoretical calculation by Pindzola,
Payne, and Garrett. ' The value of 1.4 was chosen for
G (0), although it appeared from Ref. 27 that Raman
shifting decreased G (0). Thus an educated guess might
be that this quantity actually is slightly higher for the
first than for the second anti-Stokes component. Howev-
er, no conclusive evidence exists at present.

For the 2p, and 2p9 states our experimental values
agree with the measurements by Chen, Hurst, and
Payne' and Gornik et al. , but are about a factor of 2.5
higher than those of Raymond et al. Our results for the
2p6 state disagree with those of both Gornik et al. and
Raymond et al. Raymond et al. measured the two-
photon cross section both by looking at the vuv fluores-
cence from the Sp 6s to the 5p configuration and by
looking at the 5p'6p to Sp 6s ir fluorescence. Their vuv
detection measurements were taken at 100—300 kPa
(1000—2000 torr) and their ir Iluorescence detection mea-
surements, which gave values an order of magnitude
lower, were taken at a few torr (-1 kpa). As mentioned
previously in our work, fluorescence that might have
been due to excimer formation interfered with the ir
fluorescence upon excitation even at pressures as low as
100 Pa; furthermore, at still higher pressures collisional

TABLE I. Two-photon cross sections determined in this work compared with previously determined experimental and theoretical
values.

G~(0) (10 " cm4)'
This work
Ref. 10
Ref. 8
Ref. 9

2@5 state
(J =0)

7.0
6.1

6.8
2.7

2@6 state
(J=2)

2.4

0.74
0.28

2@9 state
(J =2)

4.0

3.7
1.3

Uncertainty

30%'

Factor of 3
50%

This work
Ref. 12

5.0
4—13

1.7 2.9

'Experimental measurement.
50% for the 2p9 state.

'Comparison of our two-photon cross section assuming 6 {0)= 1.4 with the results of a theoretical calculation in Ref. 12.
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TABLE II. Experimentally determined photoionization cross sections in units of 10 ' cm com-
pared with the results of theoretical calculations.

Wavelength (248 nm)

2p, state 2p6 state
{J=0) (J =2)

Wavelength {193 nm)

2p& state 2p6 state
(J =0) (J =2)

Experiment {This work) 4.3+0.7 3.7+0.7 1.9+0.7 1.8+0.5

Theory
Ref. 13
Ref. 14

1.3-3.0
3.7

0.7-1.8
1.8

quenching is rapidly dominating over the fluorescence de-
cay, and the collisional quenching (binary coefficient) for
the 2p5 state is an order of magnitude different from
those for the 2p6 and 2p9 states. ' ' It is our impression
that performing quantitative two-photon cross section
measurements at pressures of 1000—2000 torr is very
difficult.

On the other hand, although both we and Gornik
et al. performed measurements at pressures below 100
Pa (1 torr), there still is a discrepancy between our values
for the 2p6 cross section. We do not know the reason for
this discrepancy. The ratio between our 2p~ and 2p6
cross sections is -3, but that reported by Gornik et al. '
and Raymond et al. is —8 and is assumed to be accu-
rate to about 20% in both studies. If we analyze our data
by looking only at measurements that have been done
consecutively at these two transitions without changing
anything but the laser wavelength and compensating for
the change in deviation in the Pellin-Borca prism, this ra-
tio is 5+2, which is closer to the value obtained in the
previous studies. However, a ratio of 5 can still be ob-
tained within the error limits we have given, and we see
no reason for discarding values where the 2p5 and 2p6
cross sections have not been measured immediately after
each other. Further, the increase in the ratio is predom-
inantly due to higher two-photon cross section values for
the 2p5 state for this subset rather than lower values for
the 2p6 cross section.

In Table II our photoionization cross sections are com-
pared with the results of theoretical calculations. The
value by Chang and Kim' is for the 5p 6p configuration.
Pindzola' has calculated the photoionization cross sec-
tion using both the Hartree-Fock and the Dirac-Fock ap-
proaches and has used velocity as well as length formula-
tion. The values given in Table II are the Hartree-Fock
velocity and Dirac-Fock length values, which are the
smallest and largest, respectively, given by Pindzola.

laser intensities in Fig. 8. The intermediate state is
5p 6p2p5(J =0). The processes taken into account are
two-photon absorption, stimulated two-photon emission,
radiative decay and subsequent cascading to the ground
state of the excited 2@5 atoms, and photoionization from
the 2p& state. The following simplifying assumptions
have been made: the laser intensity is a square wave
pulse as a function of time, its bandwidth is negligible
compared to the xenon two-photon transition Doppler
width, the xenon atoms are assumed to be at room tem-
perature, and collisional quenching and ion-electron
recombination during the laser pulse are neglected. The
following numerical values are used: photoionization
cross section 0.;,„=4.3 X 10 ' cm, two-photon absorp-
tion cross section o'' '=4.0X10 cm s, and Doppler
width 0.086 cm '. As can be seen in Fig. 8, about 30
MW/cm during 25 ns is sufficient to ionize 10% of the
xenon atoms present in the beam. In comparison with
cross sections for other atoms, ' this is, for example, a
third of the intensity that would be needed to produce
10% ionization of oxygen atoms at 226 nm and a tenth of
the intensity needed to produce 10% ionization in kryp-
ton at 193.4 nm.

x

G

5'
O

CO

V. CALCULATION OF FRACTIONAL
IONIZATION

We can now consider the prospects of using 2+ 1 pho-
toionization at 249.6 nm in Xe for creating an ionization
channel. Using Eqs. (1)—(4) in Ref. 28, we readily obtain
an expression for the fractional 2+ 1 photoionization as a
function of laser Auence. The fractional ionization as a
function of laser pulse duration is shown for different

1 2 3 4
log ~0 LASER PULSE LENGTH (ns)

FIG. 8. Log-log diagram showing the fractional ionization
that can be obtained at 249.6 nm in Xe atoms as a function of
laser pulse length for diA'erent laser intensities. Intensities given
in MW/cm .
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VI. SUMMARY

Two-photon absorption cross section to the 2p, (J =0),
2p6(J =2), and 2p9(J=2) states in the Xe 5p 6p
configuration have been determined. A discrepancy be-
tween the present results and previous measurements was
observed for the 2p6 state.

Photoionization cross sections at 248 and 193 nm have
been measured for the 2p5 and 2p6 states for the first
time. Agreement with existing theoretical calculations is
good.

Various aspects of fluorescence depletion spectroscopy
(FDS) for excited-state photoionization cross-section
measurements have been discussed. It is our belief that
FDS is very suitable for such measurements. Possible
systematic errors have been briefly analyzed, indicating
the general complication of signal averaging in measure-
ments where the output signal is a nonlinear function of
the input signal. Finally, we have explicitly calculated
the laser fluence needed to create an ionization channel
(i.e., 10% fractional ionization) in a xenon gas atmo-
sphere.
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APPENDIX

For the derivation of Eq. (12), we wish to evaluate

fN, (r, F)dr
5=

fN, (r, 0)dr

with

(Ala)

and

N, (r, F)=N, (r, O)e

F(r)=Fpexp[ —(r/rp) ],
(A lb)

(A 1c)

N, (r, 0)=N pexp[ 2(r/r, )
—], (A ld)

assuming cylindrical symmetry [coordinates (r, 8,z)] for
the functions N, (r, F) and N, (r, O). Because of the ab-
sence of any 8 or z dependence, Eq. (A 1) can be written

tance from M. J. Dyer are gratefully acknowledged. This
research was supported by the University of California
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory through Sub-
contract No. B0556059.

f 2trrLNpexp[ 2(r/r, ) ]exp[——o.Fpexp[ (r/rp) ])d—r
0

f 2trrLN pexp[ —2(r /r
~

) ]dr
(A2)

where L is the length over which the integration along
the z axis is performed (the z axis is chosen along the
laser beams). Evaluation of the integral in the denomina-
tor and simplification yields

2

S=—f re ' exp[ oFpe —]dr . (A3)
r 2 0

1

I

which can be rewritten

'2
P'0 0 FOS=2 —ffi 0

L

aF0

2(ro/r& )
—x

dX (A5)

Substituting x for o Fpexp[ (r/rp) ] yields—

4 rp p exp[2rpln(x/crFp)/r, ]eS=- dX pr2 2 ~FO X

(A4)

Using Eq. (3.381.2) in Ref. 29, we finally obtain

00 ( oFp)"—
p n![1+n(rt/rp) /2]2

(A6)
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